Worried about someone using opioids?

PHMC can help.
For Immediate Treatment and Information, contact PHMC’s Center for Excellence for Opioids: **215.309.6500**

For Narcan Access for Preventing Overdose Death: Call **911 in an emergency; first responders carry Narcan. You can request a Narcan kit from your local pharmacy.**

For Evaluation for Intensive Treatment:

**Temple University Hospital - Episcopal Campus**
100 East Lehigh Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19125
215.707.2577 (or walk-in 24/7)

**Hall Mercer**
245 South 8th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106
215.829.3461 (or walk-in 24/7)

Hotlines for Assistance and Referrals:
**215.413.3100 (Medicaid)**
**215.546.1200 (Uninsured)**
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